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mathematical, and logical knowledge strUctures. The third section.
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.ITI&N :AND SUBTRACTION

,

ABSTRACT. Reseach conducted in reveal countries has shown consistent patterns of

performance on 'cbante!, 'cpmbine' and 'compare' Word Problems involving addition and

subtraction. This pipel Interprets these findings within a theoretical- framework that
..,,

fi9 Phi-sizes thi-deveiciPmeM ilf WilPiriiskiorico and Oithcosticalicrolledlli.

Since Russaltt (1971) famous axiomatic analysis, it has been accepted that

the concept' of numbers has two fundamental components: class and. or

relations. piaget (1965) analyzed the develOritherit of theiE conaepts

children's performances of a variety of tasks requiring analysis. Of set relati

.Ships and ordered sequences. P ' .

In this paper; we propose a semantic analysis in which Ynvnin..a of word..

problems, are structures that include class and order relations, and we,suggest

a hypothesis of developmental levels that can account for children's perforin

ances of these problems at various ages. The different kinds of problems yary

in the complexity of semantic structures. and the operations required, to derive

the meaning structures from the problem texts. We postulate repretentational

processes in children's understanding of problems corresponding to' the deri-

vations in our semantic analysis, and thereby explain the relative difficulty of

different kinds of word problemi: The meaning structures cart also be. iewed

as semantic iriterpretations of formai arithmetic sentences:Alis provides an

analysis of children's achievements of more sophisticated *Understanding of 7-

arithmetic concepti and relationships.'
In the first section we review and present empirical data for different

categories of addition and subtraction word ',problems. The second section

proposes developmental levels of word problem-solving abljity; that irelite to

growth in empiri mathematical and logical knowledge structures. The third

sectioh demonstrate how these developmental levels account for the accumu-

lated data on c ien's performances of the arithmetic word problems.

presented earlier.

1. SEMANTIC CATEGORIES OF. ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION WORD PROBLEMS

Previous analysis of addition and subtraction work probleths have identified

three main categroies of semantic structures: Change (join and separate);

Educational Studies in4fathernatics 13 (1982) 373-394. 0013-19e4/82/0134-0373$02.20

C*PYight 0 1982 by. Reidel Publishing Co., Dordrecht, Mika, and Boston, (14A.
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`e' Compere ;''AC'e,g ner: escrption:o _9-sp fegories is

"given iniTable I, aio.nA eitainpt,S itlfis' utea/ihihe past fory,,:i;

Cate,ories. 7
Whercernpirical data were colleCte0".acCiirtilng,. o the abOve three semantic

catecpres see ,ablP it. seened tha f categories had an explanatory

and predictive. pOwei: For riample;iiri',..additiorf, wOrd'probleins Change: prpb1'

- lemkare the: easiest, eOmbineprol4Ieins!aisornetinies more cliff-04#.

:COmpare.prObIerrit ire the rticist'..difficdit' es/ 1 / ; ir :

. . ,,/1
.TABLE II

Peredrrnancelk adiirnok aril btric tion word problems acecrd n
general "semantic caeic;r4i (!iumbers are percethase of success)!

ir:,

't,'' cY, ra (i p81) /:,' . Neshe4Katiie.01918) 4.,

Band..:...f.!.,,,,
,mange' ., 0 ; ,

.1!

i

r I.'
'Combine'_' 113/ '

r.oriapare 62 . '-4-,,../
'. !, i 7:

1'
d e I

Further examination of- the data,,hoever; sheds some 'doubts op !these ,.

a , general findings...Wit Jin each of ',the abOVe(categories,' different, prOblems can

he formed by Varyin which itemilsi:the unknbtv..In Change problems, fOil

exaniple; theihiee'i ms of information are, the initial, Change, and final sets/

'Any Of these can he found if the other two are given, yielding thre,'differeltly ,
cases. "The .unknoWn may be.the initial; change or final set.itiirthrmOre, tte/ ;1

...'diredtiOn of change' can' be a decrease or an increase/so there are a t,11._.

.: tip' six kinds of Change problems..A similar se*YaiiationSexistsiO,"Compare ,. ,,'

; -problems; In COMbine problems thele are few4,r7i(artiaotit;ti, 4 ' (,),,,4*; '

either, the union/ Set or one of:the subsets. if the poiition:tif the unknown

is-, taken into acCOUnt, we have 14 different Categories' of word/ ProbleMS,

instead of.three, as shown in f4bie III. ,' , : ,.':' 7,;A\ : J

- .. The main source, of empiricl evidence that the identity oflheinhknown set,'

also influences children's performances. comes froln studies shoWtng that, prob.?

° -: semantic, ''17 "difficulty /TI IV° ems. WI C same category also vary in ab e ssowsi

piriC a from studies' by several researchers. We do, not attribufeligrufi,

cance to the, eitact,and absolute proportion of success on different.tasks, s)nce\

eatit! one.of. the researchers used a differgnt 'sample of word.'prOblerns; and

entliniinec,;theM,,ii.i different setting.: We do, howevei, attribute to them

scale of relative difficulty.. '
,1

Referring; ii Table N, one can note that children had nil) difficulty sol

Change,1,,arfti,diarige 2 problems when the initial and chAge sets Were giyen,

6 (..i.
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"I of addition. inknibtractian.*ord *Obit* Peellotic.-auteger#s
PuSttul.uf the 44t1O1e011.

Combine 1; Question about the ninon set (*hole),
Combine 2 Quest:6n about One subset ' )

Change f increasing, question Our thefinal set...?
Change 2 ' Decreasing.lqUestion t tie filial set.a
Change 3 ii likFtee,singi, .question ibout.thicbange.;
Ch4age ft / .., . DeUteetbi, B.: question about the change:
Change-5,, Ina:ea:Sing, question about the initial Set:
Change 6 tPeereaiing, qiieltion about the initial lee

o. Compue 1
Compare 2 .,

Compere
3

Compere
\Corrtpare.3 -
Compare 6

i.Mentinninentbre': question about the difference 'set.
Mentioning `lesn', question about the difference set.':
Mentioning 'more', question about the"tompared:.
Mentioning ' leis', question, ibblit ihe 'compared'.
Mentioning 'more,' uestion about.the referent.
Mentioning less' gt stion aboutthe:referint.

Title

dy

and ,they were asked .to determine the final -set.. tloWeier,' Change .47roblems 5

,and Er in which the final and change sets were giien and the initial sot ',mit'
Unknown, were difficult at all grade lehls. " ' .

As With Change problems, the diffictilti of Combine and Compare problerni
also varied 4epending on which value in the, problem was unknown. Combine 2
problems, for example,i. were significantly, more difficult than Combine I
prOblems. Compare problems in which the referent was unknoWn were more

'difficult than,any of the other Compare problems.
These findings called for another hypothesis that 'would explain children's

performances on a broader basis than semantic' analysis- of the verbal ts.%

; In the following sections we relate the differences in probl
performance tliapecific hypothesis concerning (1)dirterenc4s in thi tc ernes
required to a ate various problenis;and (2) differences In the availability
o f t min scheMei to 'Cfaldreh of different ages. The:hypotheses that we
piesent ,here' extend an anarysis. geveloptd by Riley , et , such
postulates specific semantic processes correspondins .to de e ets:.of
perforrngnCe on each of' the probfeni types. ''the echemes that 9.4 postulate
here include operations for deriving class and 'dfaRrelations that cross the . 4

boUndariei of the semantic categories as deicribed,in Table I.

ACS
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2. VARIOUS COMPONENTS (ASP,ECTS) IN
GROWTH OF KNOWLiDGE..

.
Our 'hypothesis suggests four developmental levels' characterized by several
components representing different aspects of knowledge.Each component has
its own growth and is incorporated al the schemes underlying the child's
strategies for soh-ing simple addition and subtraction problem. The four levels
will be mentioned hereeand later on, further articulated and connected to
children's forrnance in woici problems. The four levels are (see Table V):

Level l:_ which includes the .ability to identify. sets by a variety of verbal
descriptions (generic names, locations, points of time, iSossessions, ,etc..);
perform simple operations such as adding or removing objects from sets; and
understanding.verbi denoting change in possession such as 'give' cOtake'. The
arithmetic competence consists of the ability to count and find the cardinal'
-number of a given set. The underlying schemes of this level are given schematic-.

ally in Figure 1.

r

MAKE SET

41 Predication

e) Add rdorrouts di Itaneeva allenants

..

tour ml

Level2: includes 'the ability
pate results. of actions desc
the amount of chinge needVI
the understanding of segile.nt

Koko Our)

Fig. 1- ,

. ,

to link events by cause and effect and to antici-
in ordinary langulage. It includes, reference to
transform a set intos larger or shriller set and
OWevents ordere0 time in, a l'unidirectignal

4..
:4),41

(,....0;," . ... .
::,,-
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and non..ieliessible manner. In arithrnel,c the + and operationi are distinct,

not related and-tie = sign- (equIlity. sign) is understood as a sign to perfOrm'ai

procedure.. eiChange ,eaheme underlying this level is.desQribed in Figure 2.

(Figure 2 d cubed a :change'which is 'decrease', but a corresponding struc-

ture. exists . or an 'increase' associated with aeldition.) Note that the separate

schemes of level. I are now incorporated into a temporarily-integratedecheme.

THE CHANGE SCHEMA

CHANGE

Fig. 2}

!I

Leve13: includes an integrated Pail-PartWhole scheme that,can be used to

represent set relations with a slot for an unknown quantity if intentionally .

- defined. A set can also be induced by means, relative comparison. The

schemes at this level are related to the understanding of,class inclusipn and to

the ability jp quantify the same extension of objects even if there is a shift in

the predication'. In arithmetic at this level, the additive structure is reversible

3.

12
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'382 P. NESHER ET AL..

and includes the = sign as dehoting an equivalent relation. The underlying
scheTe for this level is schematically described in Figure 3. Note that the
Part-PartWlifile scheme of level 3 is keversible (bi-directional arrows), and also
incorporates the arithmetic additive relationship which now includes 'the
operations + and as "related to inverse operatiOns operating on the same
structure.

THE PART - PART - WHOLE SCHEMA IP - P WI
la

Fig. 3.

Level 4: includes the reversible scheme for non-symmetrical relations (that
has already initiated at level 2). Directional (ordered) descriptions (i.e., `more',
less') can be handled in a fTexible fashion. The arithmetic at this level includes
the ability to handle inequality, and the ability to equalize inequality by
addition or subtraction. See Figure 4-for the Directional scheme that can now
handle ordered relations in a ;eversible manner and still maintain their direc-
tionality. We will refer to it in more detail in the next section.
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1

COMPARISON SCHEMA,
I

R la, : s is more than b

R-I (b, al b a !au than a

Ala,bl'R'(b,II

r.

In the description of the above developmental levels we assume that there

are at least two distinct structures of knowledge which are involved (Nesher,

1972)

(a) A child's knowledge of the world, and

(b) A child's knowledge of logico-mathmatical structures.

In both knowledge structures, a further distinction should be made between

a child's knowledge .of objects, events, relations etc., and his knowledge of

how :'to express them in language. The objects of the first domain are real

world objects and they are described by ordinary. (natural) language (Lo);

the objects in the second domain are numbers, operations on numbers, and

relations among numbers and they are described by means of a special syrn

bolic arithmetic language (La). If we regard semantics as the interpretation of

an expression in the linguage that identifies the relevant reference, in the
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realm of objects and relations we. are then faced with two different semantic
structures.

The sources of these two knowledge structures, as was noted by Piaget,
are not the same. The logico-mathematical growth of the child cannot, of
course,-be understood as divorced from his experience with physical objects.
Yet the mechanism for that growth is different, as indicated by Piaget's
reference to 'simple abstraction' and `reflective abstraction' Inhelder and Piaget,
1964; Piaget, 1967; 1970). 7*

We go one step beyond Piaget in our attempt to be more specific about
the growth in arithmetic knowledge. Arithmetic knowledge takes the .form of
learning operations and relations on numbers and, in turn, reflects on the
comprehension of a physical situation as a closed system which, therefore,
is susceptible to reversibility. We think that arithmetic knowledge is one of
the mechanisms that facilitates the child's understanding of the necessary
relationships which are involved in a given situation, and it plays a role in
constructing class relations, including class-inclusion.

We shall use example of addition and subtraction to illustrate the distinction
between the semantics of Lo and La. In La (arithmetic language) the semantics
of the '+' and '' signs as learned in the domain of cardinal numbers, is a
simple one. If a sentence 'A + B = C' is given, one knows many things such-
as: that C is a number greater than A and greater than B; that 'CB = A'
describes essentially the same relationship among A. B and C as 'A + B = C';
that addition increases the first number and subtraction decreases it; etc. This
knowledge and similar kinds of knowledge ari connected to. the semantic
knowledge of '+' and which was attained -by putting these operations in a
broader mathematical structure within which the + and the signs get their
meanings in La.

In contrast, the semantic knowledge of Lo (ordinary language) is linked to
the child's experience in his every day life.- For example, when a child hears
a sentence like the following: 'Dan had some marbles and he gave a few to
Ruth . .1' he knows that Dan was left with fewer marbles. His comprehension
of the situation is derived from his semantic understanding of the Lo
expressions: 'had', 'gave to Ruth' and 'left with'. In fact, it is the understanding
of Lo as formulated in a text of a word-problem; which enables the child to
choose the correct La, operation.

Therefore we, in our description, have differentiated between the logical
and the arithrtietic growth, whereas Piaget considered them to be one com-
ponent the logico- mathematical component). This distinction will also
enable us to account more specifically for the levels of performance in arith-
metic word problems.
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Table V presents the four developmental levels in a more articulated manner

in terms of Lo La and the logical relations avaAable at each level

3. UNDELSTANDLNG LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE

IN ARITHMETIC WORD,PROBLEMS

. In theolast section we outlined the' general kindt of knowledge that we assume

underlie arithmetic , problem-solving. We turn now to the empirical findings

and show how they can be understood in the light of the above developmental

levels.

A. Level I

Referring to Table V and,figure 1, Level 1 is defined by the ability to represent

and operate on single sets. The knowledge available to represent information

about sets includes (1) Lo scheme for identifying sets and (2) the La schema

for representing the cardinality of a set (see Riley er al. (1981) for more details).

These schemes are sufficient to solve Change problems 1 and 2 and -
Combine 1. These problems share two main characteristics: (1)The strategy

required for solving the problem can be selected on the basis of partial and

local information, and (2) the solution set is directly available for counting

at the time the question is asked.
For example, consider how a level 1- child could solve a Combine 1 problem

like

Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 5 marbles.
How many marbles do Joe and Tom have altogether?

IzInderitanding the first sentence requires that the child use his/her knowl-

edge of the possession verb 'has' to represent a set of marbles belonging to Joe.

On the basis pf this representation, the child then selects an appropriate -61k

display and counts out a set of three objects. This procedure is repeated for

the second sentence. To determine the answer, the child needs only to count

the set. Thus solving Combine 1 involves three isolated actions of counting

well-defined sets.
Change .Rioblems 1 and 2 can also be solved on the basis of local problem

features that specify completely separate actions of counting. For example;

consider the following Change 1 problem

16
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Joe had 3 marbled.
Then Tom gave his 5 more marbles.
How many marbles does. Joe have.

., .. ,

The first sentence of this problem. is identical td the first sentence. of.
Combine I. The second sentence requires that the child first understand that
'gave' ' 'refers to an increase in this case, and then increase the initial set by the

ilt -,. 2pf roiniate number of marbles. The answer again involvei counting all mem-
of the set described by a simple possessive phrase in the question, and this

isreadily available to the child for counting it all, as a separate assignment.
t('In contrast, consider what happens when the solution se canhot be deter-

mined try reference toithe final ownership alone;as in Change 3:
.

.1

Joe had 3 marbles:. ' . -,

°
then'Tom gave him some inciere marbles.
Now Joehas 8 marbles.
-How: many marbles did Tom give Joa? HI

.
Solving;tfiii4'01em .involveS counting out an initial set of 3 blocks, then

increasing*zW,by.5 blocks in response. to Now Joe has 8 marbles'. At this
point, tht7.140velfChild's represeRtation of the problem is simply the final set

...., of blocki lielonitrig to Joe. Therefor; when asked, 'How many marbles did
..Toni, give. to -Ja.4`,-, tOe child answers, 'Eight'.

Thus, :Mir aiil§sis not only explains how Level I children solve certain
1..-. ;1 hlems successfully, but also' why children at that level fail ko solve other'

Si,yes blems- which require the ability to link events (as in the case of Change 3
'.% larAtenis) This is the knowledge that we attribute to children at Level 2. .

-,1.: Before discussing Level 2, we. should mention that many Level 1 children
solve Change 4,correctlY, even though this problem also involves an unknown
eha4ige set. ,This is because the effect of decreasing an initial set by some
enicf- t io get sa'specified final amount is that the change set and final set are
, y

sically. separate and both appear iq the child's actual display.
4 10 . i'..

/ 'as Presented in Table. V and Figure 2, the child is able to relate.the
"occurred in the initial set to an action in a causal chain. He is also

date the direction of the change (increase or decrease),In arithmetic
1 there is an understanding of addition and subtraction operations as'

lures to follow. Thus, for problems like Change 3. the Level 2 child knows
iitat the change is "the result of an action that he can evaluate qualitatively (the
direction) and quantitatively (the amount).

17
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In the same 'ay, the child also .solves problems of the type Compare I and.

COrnpare 2 (see Table III for a description of these. problems). He regards them

as 'make this smaller .one large'. (for, Compare 1) or ,'make the larger one.
smaller' (for Compare 2), which enables hiin to rcgard Coinfaare 1' and 2 as
Charge I and 2'problems. (Interesting evidence for this hypothesis is provided
by children's perforniances on 'equalizing' prioblems which appear in Carpenter

.and Moser (1986.) Note that, in solving Compare 1 arid Compare 2 problems,

at this level (Level 2) the child does not need to deal with an abstract set
(the difference set) described by a relational term (i.e., ,`x is greaterthan y').

He can ignore this expression and consider the two compared amounts as *an

initial state and final state; as was the case in the problems Change 3 and

'Change 4. . .

As to the mathematical action taken at this level, children who are m rely
able,to count, can solve Change 3 and Change 4 problems., In pa'rticular, ere

will be no difficulty for .those who have already experienced addin and

subtracting of numbers (by counting on, or by memorizing facts). For children

at this level the + sign means 'have more' and the sign means 'take away%

This partial understanding of La, fully corresponds to their understandirig of

Lo expressions describing 'increasing', 'decreasing', more' or 'less'. Thk\fact

that children acquire limited semantic interpretation oft La and Lo at this level

cannot be differentiated by observing the Child's per(omAce on Change 3

and 4 problems. Therefore, problems in which such differentiation is crucial

for the correct solution (i.e., Change 5, Change 6, Compare 5, Compare 6),

cannot be solved at Level 2. The same observation was madeiby Kamii (1980)

who found thatChildren first employ the operations signs + and in a -very

limited manner before employing the = sign.

C Level 3

As seen in Table V and Figure 3. at level 3 the scheme of Part-Part-Whole is

available to the child, as well as the additive structure among number-tripled---
This scheme enables reversible inferences about sets' relationships including

the amount of a difference between two specified sets. Therefore, partial

informbpn can be represented with a slot for the unknoWn quantity, In
arithmetic, at this level, the additive structure is reversible and includes the

equality relation and understanding the "necessary inference that if a + b = c,

then c b =a or c a = b.
This knowledge enables Level 3 children to solve problems like Combine 2

in which two quantified sets are given in the formulation of the problem, and

the child must distinguish explicitly which are the subsets, and which is the
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union set in order to know wftikt to do. ; to the inclUsion relationIi.,(is di* dtii
. , .,

which is expressed in Cornbine,2 probrems that the child can understand that
he should subtract: Otherwise, f only the PrevioUS chanisms of levels1 and

% ,,,7,- . . .
2 are available.to 'him, then in he case of leiiel 1pOi ofmancb, he will add the

stwo given sets, and in the case 4f level 2, he wiWiOt.k.siOw whist to do and will
therefore fall back .to a level ]',performance. (i.e., count any mentioned set).

The ability to solve problems such as Change 5,,arid 'Change 6 at level 3
brings in one of the most powerful predictions of our theoretical model. In
these problems, the semantic schemes that originated in the child's experience
with ordinary language contradict the newly learned semantics of addition
and subtraction (+ and ). For example, let us consider a problem of the
Change..5 type: r,

Din had some marbles.
He found S more malrbles..
Now he has 8 Marbles.
How many marbles did he have to start with?

The child's experience with Lo language will direct him to add ('found'
means 'addifig'). ChoOsing to subtract (for the correct solution) can be
achieved only if the semantics of La and Lo are differentiated as two auton- '
omous systems, 'so that each one of them can be further elaborated to reach

'the necessary coordination between t 4e two systems. For Lo this involves'
interpreting the 'initial state', the 'change' and the 'final state' of the above
problem in a non-temporal manner as in a part-part-whole relationship, Rim
one part and the whole are given; finding the second part is ac: :.iVet..it L.* by

_subtraction, as one of the semantic interpretations of the `-,--' sign. Thus, at
this 1, the child is abl$ to make the mapping between Lo and La, not on
the ,basis of isolated verbll cues, but rather on the basis of the understanding
of the underlying semantics of Lo and La. Now he is able to impose the
logical-mathematical structure, which is reversible and a-temporal on a
sequential-temporal situation described in Lo (ordinary language).

,Compare 3 and Compare 4 bring in another consideration. Compare
problems include an inherent diffulty due to the fact that the task calls
for comprehension of a relation 1).tween two quantities. In each Compare
text, there is embedded an expression of the, type 'A is n more than B' which
conveys the following information:

-(1) There is a quantity A:.n(A), f

(2) There is a quantity B: n(B),
,

(3) There is an order relationship between A and B: R(& B),
(4) There is a difference between A and B, that can be quantified: n(A B),

X19
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(5) The connection: If n(A) > n(B) than: n(B) + n(A B) = n(A).

We have ,stressed the nature of an expression such as `Dan has 5 more

marbles than ,joe', since it is .crucial for the solution of Compare problems,

and it is a 'very condensed expression that conveys two kinds of information:

(a) that Dan had more than Joe, (a qualitative-order considiration), and

(b) that the 4difference set consists of 5 marbles (a quantitative contider-

ation) r
Usually it is the misunderstanding ofs(b) as a relative quantilk and a differ-

ence set (n(A 8)) which causes the child most trouble. He wrongly inter-
.

prets '5' as an absolute quantity which denotes what Joe has. /
As we now examine the category of Compare problem's, it becomes clear

that Compare 1 and 2 problems, which do not contain such relative expressions

in the given numerical information are easier and can be solved even at Level 2.

Compare 3 and 4, however, can be solved at Level 3 ark it is due to the fact

that a child at that level is able to form any needed set.:(of subset) out of the

given f ormation, as to complete the Part-Part-Whole scheme. lit particular,

he is a le to imagine and construct the difference set A B, and therefore

able to, operate on three distinct sets: A, B, and.A .8:Comprehending three.

distinct sAts, in the ease of Compare problems, is a necessary step for obtaii.mg

any missing numericarvalue. Let us ekawirie the following& Compare 3 example:

(1) Joe has 3 marbles.
(2) Tom has 5 more marbles than Joe.
(3) How many marbles does Tom have?

At Level 2, this problem will produce the answer '5'. (interpreting 5 as the

absolute quantity that Tom has). At Level 3, however, the child is able tb

create a new set 'A B' and interpret the given information as:

I. n(B) = 3
II. n(A B) = 5

III. . n(A) = ? (8)

It is clear that this information bysitself will not suffice to correctly solve thi
prOblem. The next step is to( o consider the qualitative-order relationship

between A and B, which is,als conveyed in string H (`Tom has more than

Joe'), and therefore the La apparatus for calculation is called upon to perform

addition and not subtraction. The Lo understanding at Level 3 can be

schematically described as, shown in Figure 5. The reader should note that this

structure 9f problem 3 as expressed in Lo is a non-symmetrical structure and

the order of the subject-predicate at the surface level is maintained. One should
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NONREVERSIBLE COMPARISON SCHEMES

Given:
?a

8 marbios,,
Jo* rubles.,

taa5 maroles,mora than Joa.

A: Tom's marbles. MAI = 8
3: Joes matblis, ni 8) = 3

5'4
note, however, that the desZrcption of this relationship in Lo (ordinary
language) is not unique. Givendtheaboye case that'n(A)> n(B), it ispossiblee

to express in to the same relationship in two ways' 'A is n more than B', but
also 'B is n less than Both describe the same underlying relationship
between A and B. Thus, if R represents 'more', and R-1 ,represents less', it is
alviays true that:

R(A, B) = R-1 (B, A)

Knowing the reversibility iof the order .relations is part of. Lo knowledge,
as well as part of La knowledge.

Thus, there are three more expressions 'similar' to `A *More than B' which
are possible in Lo, two of which will describe a different underlying relation-

ship between A and B (Figure 6).
We assume that at Level 3 the Child's representation of a relative description

4
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Fig.6.

includes the ability to differentiate' the relative quantity as a separate set
(more/less Atm), btit it is not flexible enough to invert the directional order
relation whiCh is necessary for solving Compare 5 and Compare 6 problems.

Therefore on the basis of the limited capacity as illustrated Figures 5

and 6, the child is successful in solving Compare 3 and 4, but he fails on
.Compare 5 and 6. This is because the nonflexible representations include in
their 1.6 description, the terms 'more' and less' which are interpreted in

Compare 3 and 4, probleinS,. as + and of 1a (Nesher and reubal, )9;75),

No conflict ta ariselin Ompare 3 and 4 between the semantic interpretations
of Lo and La. The child'Adds for !more and subtracts for This ii:Vot

the case, however,:with,bmpire 5 and 6 problems. Correct solution of thleie

problems is delayed umitievel a.

D. Level 4

At Level 4 (See: Tabley and Figure 4) the scheme for non-symmetrical relations

(which started at Level 2, in the description of a change, or comparison) is now

available in a reversible manner. Directional and relative descriptions (i.e.,

'more' /'less'). can be handled in a flexible manner, and also a set can be induced

by means of relative comparison (this already began at Level 3). In arithmetic

this level 'wig include the ability to handle inequality, and its relationship to

equality: Ifi.A>B,thenAC'=--BorB+C=A.'
Unlike.; 'he schemes of Figures 5 and 6; the scheme described in Figure 4

is a mire/ abstract representation, which incorporates all four special cases

in one fl4uhle. structure It does not ignore the fact that a LO description is
directional, ordered and non - symmetrical, but it is capable 'in that general

form ofniaking the necessary coordination between Lo and La even in cases:in

whiCh Loi and La contradict on the surface level. i.e., the word `more' is
-mentioned in Lo, and the child 'has to subtract (Compare 5) and,vice versa

(Compare 6); as in the following:
Compare :5 piriblem:

I

'OrJoe has 8 marbles.
(2): He has 5 more than Dan.

22
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(3) How many marbles does Dan have?

At this level, Level 4, the child is therefore able to coordinate the
directional-terms without ignoring, them, by employing the reversed relation
description which is needed for chooting the correct operation. Thus, he is able
to read the word 'more' in the text, and yet perform a subtraction operation.

To sum up the detailed discussion in this section, we claim that. our
hypothesis concerning the-developmental leveLs explains which kinds of
problems can be solved by a child at a given level. This is surnm- ariied in
Table VI.

7'

TABLE VI

Type of Problem- Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Combine 1
Combine 2

Change 1
Change 2
Change 3
Change 4 x'
Change 5 p x
Change 6

Compare x
Compare 2 x
Compare 3
.Compare 4 x'
Compare 5 x
Compare 6

r.

'In some empirical samples (Nesher and Katriel, 1978; Nesher, 1981) these
problems fall in an earlier level, respectively.

4. FINAL COMMENTS

Research on early probleksolving repeatedly plows that kindergarten children
,a,nd first graders, before learning arithmetic at school can solVe simple addition
and subtraction word problems but fail in some, of them. (Carpenter, et al.
1981; Lindvall and Ibarra, 1979; Lindval, 1980; Riley et al., 1981; Tamburino,
1980): We have tried to suggest a hypothesis that explains which kinds-of
problems can be solved without the aid of arithmetic, and for which ones the
knowledge of arithmetic is crucial. For that purpose we needed to treat the
growth of the child's knowledge-structure in away that identified distinct mal,
components (i.e., the empirical, the logical and the mathematical componenT.

The child's action schemes are, of cogrs2,1tegrated and growth in-each .
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component does not occur in isolation from the others. Yet, for understanding

more sophisticated performance, it is important to analyze aspects of knowl-

edge distinctively and to observe the contribution of each one of them in a

given task. 11

We believe that- our hypothesis, 0.0e it etailed and nartpw enough; has

'predictive power and can be examined empirically: ,At the moment it. flit

erilpiricaldata that has been fotincl,tO be. uhiversal. The pedagogical impli-

cations of such an analysis are two fold. First, one can be more sensitive' to. the

sequence of instruction when one understands the. prerequisite: knowledge

structures for solving certain problems,' and can adapt different strategies in

teaching at different levels. Secohd:, this .analysis allows a better understanding

of tikudifficulties that children,, encounter at differeni levels of performance.

Similar' analyses should, oficolUse, be extended to other mathematical struc-
ture; such as multiplication or place-value,'in order to account for psychological

factors affecting.mathematical learning.

The University of Haifa. School ofEiheation (P.N.)

The University of Pittsburgh. Learning Research and Development Center

(J.G.G. and M.S.R.)
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